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INTRODUCTION
Congratulations on your purchase of the 
UX800 Professional 400 Channel Wireless 
System. The UX800R receiver is loaded 
with features including diversity antennas 
and IR SYNC to easily select frequencies. 
The clear, backlit LCD screen displays 
channel frequency information (use up to 
8  systems simultaneously), AF, RF meters, 
lock mode which prevents accidental 
changes and mute. The UX800MCH 
handheld mic is rechargeable with the 
optional UX800C Dual Mic Charging Base 
and includes 3 mode power on/off settings 
to prevent accidental turn offs and rugged 
construction with anodized aluminum 
housing. Natural vocal reproduction delivers 
superb performance without distortion or 
feedback. 

GETTING STARTED QUICKLY
If you’re like most new owners, you’re probably in a hurry to use your wireless system. To start, you must have the 
UX800MC, an XLR or 1/4” cable, and a sound system to hear the signal through.

 » 1. TRANSMITTER CONNECTIONS: Insert 2 fresh AA alkaline batteries or NiMH rechargeable AA batteries into 
  the handheld microphone transmitter. BATTERIES NOT INCLUDED.

 » 2. RECEIVER CONNECTIONS: Attach both antennas at the ANT.A and ANT.B connectors by carefully threading  
 them on. Connect the AC adapter to the receiver, then plug it into AC power. Use an XLR cable or    
 shielded 1/4-inch cable to connect one of the outputs to your sound system.

 » 3. RECEIVER POWER ON: Turn down the VOLUME of the receiver and the system it is connected to. On the   
 front right of the receiver, press the POWER button until the display lights up. (HOLD the POWER button 3   
 seconds to turn OFF).

 » 4. TRANSMITTER POWER ON: Slide the switch on the handheld microphone transmitter to the up position. The  
 LCD display will turn on, then shuts off after a short time.

 » 5. CHANNEL SET: The transmitter and receiver must have the same Group and Channel settings (Frequency)  
 to work. The IR SYNC feature makes this easy- use the IR SYNC feature to match the channel on both   
 transmitter and receiver: On the receiver, press the MENU button 4 times until “IR” is displayed on the top  
 line of the display. Hold the transmitter so the handheld microphone display points toward the receiver at the  
 white circle with “IR.))))” below it. On the receiver, press the UP button to start the sync while holding the   
 transmitter in place until the sync is complete and “IR” is no longer lit in the display. If using multiple systems,  
 each transmitter/receiver pair must be set to a different group/channel setting. Read further for manual   
 settings.

 » 6. SOUND CHECK: On the UX800MC receiver, use the VOL+/VOL- buttons to start with a low level. Use the mic  
 as intended and gradually raise the output levels on the sound system to a comfortable volume. 

UX800R UX800MCH
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UX800R RECEIVER FEATURES
 » 1. VOL+ , VOL- buttons: Set the output level for the rear XLR and 1/4” output jacks. 
 » 2. UP, DOWN buttons: When editing settings, use these to increase or decrease the selection. 
 » 3. POWER button: Press once to turn ON. Hold for 3 seconds to turn OFF.
 » 4. MENU button: Allows access to various settings from the display screen. 
 » 5. IR PORT: Communicates with the transmitter during IR SYNC mode using a low power IR (Infrared) signal. 
 » 6. ANTENNA CONNECTOR: Carefully thread both included antennas onto the connectors.
 » 7. DISPLAY: Backlit LCD display.

UX800R LCD DISPLAY
 » A. GROUP: Displays the selected group setting.
 » B. CHANNEL: Displays the selected channel setting. 
 » C. FREQUENCY: Displays the receiving Frequency. Set by the Group and Channel or MASTER mode setting.
 » D. “IR” SYNC: Indicates IR SYNC is selected and ready to match the receiver’s frequency to a transmitter. 
 » E. SCAN MODE: Unit is ready to SCAN for an unused channel or frequency. 
 » F. LOCK ON: Screen lockout is engaged. No settings can be changed until the lock is turned off.
 » G. MUTE: Displays when the transmitter MUTE function is used, or when output is automatically muted due to lack of RF  

 signal or Squelch gating. 
 » H. ANTENNA INDICATOR: Due to the nature of Diversity reception, the logic circuits continually select between the A or B  

 antennas for the best signal reception. 
 » I. AF METER: The AF meter registers the audio level of the voice or instrument. If the AF meter does not register with   

 a voice at the microphone, there is a problem with the audio signal being received by the transmitter. Check that the   
 handheld microphone is turned on, then place the microphone closer to the mouth. If the AF meter shows all 5 bars, the  
 audio signal to the transmitter is very high and may be distorted. Hold the mic further away from the mouth. 

 » J. RF METER: If the RF meter is low or off, the microphone transmitter signal is not being picked up by the receiver.   
 Be sure the transmitter and receiver frequencies match. If the RF level is still low or fades in and out you may need to   
 change the frequency channel. Also check placement of the receiver and antennas to make sure they are not close   
 to metal objects or have loose connections.
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                                        UX800R SQUELCH (rear panel)

The SQUELCH setting is used to reduce interference by rejecting background RF signals that fall 
below the SQUELCH level. Increasing the SQUELCH setting will increase the level of RF signal required to pass an 
audio signal through the receiver. If the SQUELCH is set too high it may cause elimination of the audio from your 
transmitter. Also check the RF power setting on the microphone.

UX800R RECEIVER SETTINGS  
 » EDIT SETTINGS: Press the MENU button until only the setting you want appears on screen. Adjust the setting  

 with the UP/DOWN buttons. Set the receiver and the microphone transmitter to the same Group and Channel  
 (or Frequency). Each transmitter must be set to a different frequency and matched to the receiver it will work  
 with. 

 » IR SYNC: Automatically matches the operating frequency of the receiver to the transmitter. 1. On the receiver,  
 press the front panel MENU button 4 times until “IR” is displayed on the top line of the display. 2. Hold the   
 microphone transmitter within 8 inches of the receiver, so the IR port on the microphone transmitter points   
 toward the IR port on the receiver (inside the white circle above the “IR.))))” symbol). 3. On the receiver, press the  
 UP button to start the sync, holding the transmitter in place until the sync is complete and “IR” is not shown in  
 the display.

 » GROUP and CHANNEL manual setting: 1. Press MENU once and select a GROUP with the UP/DOWN buttons.  
 2. Press MENU again and SCAN will show on screen (see SCAN). 3. Press MENU again to manually select a   
 channel with the UP/DOWN buttons, or press the UP button to SCAN for an open channel.

 » SCAN: The SCAN feature skips over busy or noisy frequencies and is helpful when using the UX800 system in  
 the same area as other wireless devices. To use the SCAN function press MENU twice. When “SCAN” is   
 displayed, then press the UP button. The next open frequency channel is chosen.

 » FREQUENCY: (example: 471.100 MHz) If a GROUP and CHANNEL is selected, the FREQUENCY is automatically  
 set and should not be changed. NOTE: The GROUP-CHANNEL method is recommended when using multiple  
 systems. Frequencies can interfere with each other due to combinations of carrier signal waves.    
 The GROUP-CHANNEL presets are calculated to avoid this type of interference between wireless channels   
 operating within the same group.

 » MASTER MODE: Allows you to select any of the 400 frequencies available. The microphone transmitter must  
 also be set to MASTER MODE. IR SYNC can still be used. Select a Group that displays a “U” in the Channel area,  
 then press MENU again. Press the UP or DOWN to change frequency in 0.050 MHz (50kHz) steps.    
 Hold the UP or DOWN button to scroll faster through frequencies. NOTE: The GROUP-CHANNEL method is   
 recommended when using multiple systems. Frequencies can interfere with each other due to combinations of  
 carrier signal waves.

 » LOCK MODE: Prevents accidental changes or tampering when engaged. To LOCK the controls, hold MENU and  
 press UP. The lock symbol will appear on the screen. To UNLOCK is the same, hold MENU and press UP.
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TIPS TO OBTAIN THE BEST WIRELESS RESULTS
 » 1. Use fresh alkaline batteries, or fully charged rechargeable NiMH batteries in the transmitters. Battery level is  

 displayed on the transmitter. BATTERIES NOT INCLUDED.
 » 2. If using more than one system, use the GROUP-CHANNEL assignments instead of the Frequency setting to  

 avoid cross-talk or other interference. All transmitter/receiver pairs should be set to the same GROUP, but set  
 each pair to a different frequency CHANNEL.

 » 3. Position the receiver so that it has the fewest possible obstructions between it and the location of the   
 transmitter. Line-of-sight is best.

 » 4. The transmitter and receiver should be as close together as possible. For example, the receiver may be   
 placed on stage or near it.

 » 5. The receiver antennas should be in the open and away from any metal structures or cement walls.
 » 6. Turn off the transmitter when not in use. Remove the batteries if the transmitter will be stored for a long time.

UX800MCH MICROPHONE 

 » 1. INNER CONTROL PANEL/BATTERY INSTALLATION: While holding the upper half of the microphone body, unscrew the  
 lower mic body cover. This allows access to the power mode switch, settings buttons, and batteries. Rechargeable NiMH  
	 batteries	must	be	installed	if	the	UX800C	charging	base	is	used.		BATTERIES	NOT	INCLUDED.	Observe correct battery  
 polarity as marked inside the compartment. Screw on the lower mic body cover during use. 

 » 2. POWER/MUTE/OFF SWITCHING: To turn the UX800MCH mic ON, slide the outer POWER switch   
 to the UP position. The function of the POWER switch OFF position depends on the internal   
 power switch setting, accessed by removing the lower mic body cover. A small screwdriver or    
 similar item is required to set the internal switch and is usually left in the one setting you    
 prefer. There are 3 internal power settings: Switch LEFT: The outer POWER switch function is normal:   
    ON/OFF. Switch CENTER: Outer POWER switch function is ON/MUTE. To power OFF: Slide outer switch   
    OFF, then press both the internal SELECT buttons. Switch RIGHT: Outer POWER switch function turns   
    ON, but not OFF. -To power OFF: Slide outer switch OFF, then press both the internal SELECT buttons. 

 » 3. GROUP, CHANNEL SETTINGS: The IR SYNC function is the easiest way to match group and channel   
 to the receiver. Instructions for IR SYNC are found underneath SETTINGS. To manually set Group and Channel on the   
 microphone: 1. Hold the left SELECT button for several seconds, (hold it past the “P--Lo” or “P--Hi”display) until the display  
    flashes between “GR##” and “CH##”. Now release SELECT. 2. Press SELECT to switch between the “GR##”(group) or“CH##”     
 (channel) setting. Choose the Group setting “GR##” first, and change using the UP/DOWN buttons. 3. After selecting   
 a Group, press the SELECT button to display “CH##” for the channel. Change the Channel setting with the UP/DOWN   
 buttons. To	save	and	exit,	do	nothing	for	5	seconds	until	the	backlight	shuts	off.	

 » 4. RF POWER LEVEL: The microphone has 2 settings for transmitter power. Use “P--Hi” if reception is poor. Use  
 “P--Lo” if this system is causing interference with another device that cannot be solved by changing channels.  
 To change the power level, hold the left SELECT button until “P--Lo” or “P--Hi” displays. Select “P--Hi” or “P-- 
 Lo” with the UP or DOWN button.

 » 5. LOCK ON, LOCK OFF: The microphone has a lockout mode to prevent unwanted changes. To LOCK press   
 the SELECT and UP buttons at the same time. The display shows a lock symbol when locked. To UNLOCK,   
 press the SELECT and DOWN buttons at the same time. 

 » 6. MASTER FREQUENCY MODE (400 frequencies): In normal mode the frequency is given a channel number  
 and arranged in groups to avoid interactions. MASTER mode allows selection of any of the 400 frequency   
 choices within the band. Enter MASTER mode on the UX800R receiver and select the required    
 frequency. Then use the IR SYNC to match the UX800MCH. The “MASTER” symbol and the chosen frequency  
 will display on the mic.
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LOWER BODY UNSCREWS FOR INTERNAL ACCESS

UX800C CHARGING BASE (OPTIONAL)

Allows up to two of the UX800MCH handheld microphones to be directly charged when rechargeable NiMH batteries 
are installed in the UX800M Microphone. BATTERIES NOT INCLUDED.
*Check	the	batteries	in	the	UX800MCH	compartment	before	using	the	charger.	Make	sure	they	are	rechargeable	
NiMH type. Standard batteries charged with this unit may cause damage.

 » 1. Attach the AC adapter to the base, and plug into an AC outlet. The Power LED indicates the unit is ready for use.
 » 2. To charge the batteries in the mic, place the mic in one of the receptacles in the top of the UX800C. 
 » 3. The “CHARGE” LEDs light RED during charging, and light GREEN when fully charged.
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UX800R RECEIVER SPECIFICATIONS
 

 » Group/Channel: 10 groups of 16 channels 
 » Total Frequency Settings: 400 (0.50MHz increment)
 » RF Bandwidth: 20 MHz
 » RF Frequency Band: 470-490 MHz
 » Simultaneous Operation: up to 8 channels
 » Reception Format: Diversity, PLL synthesized
 » Image Rejection: >70dB
 » RF Sensitivity: <-107dBµ for 12dB S/N AD
 » Audio Output: XLR and 1/4-inch output
 » Output Impedance: XLR: 470 ohms, 1/4-inch: 1k ohms
 » Signal to noise: >105dB
 » THD: <0.6% @ 1kHz
 » Rack Mount: Yes, kit included
 » Power Requirement: 90-240VAC (50-60Hz) 
 » Net Weight : 1.lb
 » Dimensions : 8”W x 5.12”D x 1.77”H

UX800MCH HANDHELD MICROPHONE SPECIFICATIONS

 » Anodized Aluminum Housing 
 » Compatible with UX800C charging base when using rechargeable batteries
 » Polar Pattern: Unidirectional
 » Audio Frequency Response: 50-16kHz
 » RF Power Output: 10mW - 30mW
 » Battery: Qty-2 AA 1.5V alkaline or NiMH Rechargeable (Not Included)
 » Battery Life: >8 hours (alkaline)
 » Dimensions: 9.1”L x 1.93”diameter
 » Net Weight : 14.1 oz

UX800C CHARGING BASE SPECIFICATIONS
SOLD SEPARATELY

 » Charges up to two handheld microphones equipped with rechargeable NiMH batteries (not included)
 » LED Power Indicator: Power LED illuminates when unit is plugged in
 » LED Charge Indicators: Charge LED - Red indicates charging. Green indicates full charge
 » Power Requirement: 90-240VAC (50-60Hz)
 » Dimensions: 6.22”L x 3.2”D x 3.8”H
 » Net Weight : 10.7 oz

carvinaudio.com UX800MC 2019-4-24

WARRANTY
This CARVIN AUDIO product is guaranteed in normal use to be free from electrical and mechanical defects for a 
period of ninety days from date of purchase. Retain proof of purchase. This warranty is in lieu of any and all other 
guarantees or warranties, expressed or implied. There shall be no recovery for any consequential or incidental 
damages. 

REGULATIONS AND SERVICING
This device complies with part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the condition that this device does not 
cause harmful interference. CAUTION! Do not attempt to open the receiver or transmitter. 

UX800R
UX800MCH
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